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Abstract— This work presents an exergetical performance analysis of regenerative organic Rankine cycle (ORC) using 
turbine bleeding based on the second law of thermodynamics for recovery of finite thermal energy. Effects of system 
parameters such as turbine bleeding pressure and turbine bleeding fraction are theoretically investigated on the exergy 
destructions (anergies) at various components of the system as well as the exergy and second-law efficiencies. Under the 
conditions of the critical fraction of turbine bleeding, the simulation results show that the exergy efficiency decreases 
monotonically with respect to the bleeding pressure, however, the second-law efficiency has a peak with respect to the turbine 
bleeding pressure. 
 
Index Terms— Organic Rankine Cycle(ORC), Regeneration, Turbine Bleeding, Exergy, Second-Law Efficiency. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
As most of the low-grade energy is just discarded, the 
research is important how to generate electricity 
efficiently from low grade energy sources. During the 
past decades the organic Rankine cycle (ORC) and the 
power generating system using binary mixture as a 
working fluid have attracted much attention as they are 
proven to be the most feasible methods to achieve high 
efficiency in converting the low-grade thermal energy 
to more useful forms of energy [1]-[3]. 
Organic fluids are advantageous in comparison to 
water, when the maximum temperature is low and/or 
the power plant is small. At low temperatures, organic 
fluids lead to higher cycle efficiency than water. And 
organic fluids are preferred in small plants, since fluid 
mechanics leads to high turbine efficiency also in 
partial load, which is the main reason to use ORC for 
biomass application. Another advantage of ORC in 
small plants is a legal and economic one. Water shows 
good efficiency at high pressure requiring increased 
safety measures which are not economically feasible 
for small plants [4]. The organic fluids used in ORC 
can be categorized into three groups of wet, dry and 
isentropic fluids. The dry fluids have disadvantages of 
reduction of net work due to superheated vapor at 
turbine exit and wet fluids of the moisture content at 
turbine inlet, so isentropic fluids are to be preferred [5]. 
Schuster et al. [6] investigated numerous running 
applications, such as geothermal power plants, 
biomass fired combined heat and power plants, solar 
desalination plants, waste heat recovery or micro-CHP. 
Heberle and Brueggemann [7] investigated the 
combined heat and power generation for geothermal 
re-sources with series and parallel circuits of an ORC. 
Dai et al. [8] examined the effects of the 
thermodynamic parameters on the ORC performance, 
and the thermodynamic parameters of the ORC for 
each working fluid were optimized with exergy 
efficiency as an objective function by means of the 
genetic algorithm. They also compared the optimum 

performance of cycles with different working and 
analyzed under the same waste heat condition. 
Tchancheet al. [9] comparatively investigated the 
theoretical performances as well as thermodynamic 
and environmental properties of the fluids for use in 
low-grade solar organic Rankine cycle systems. They 
used efficiencies, volume flow rate, mass flow rate, 
pressure ratio, toxicity, flammability, ozone depletion 
potential (ODP) and global warming potential (GWP) 
for comparison. 
Low-grade energy sources can be used for the 
cogeneration of power and refrigeration. This can be 
achieved by coupling a thermal power cycle with either 
absorption or ejector refrigeration cycle [10]. Dai et al. 
[11] proposed a combined power and refrigeration 
cycle, which combines an organic Rankine cycle and 
an ejector refrigeration cycle. Kim and Perez-Blanco 
[12] reported a thermodynamic analysis of 
cogeneration of power and refrigeration activated by 
low-grade sensible energy. The cogeneration system 
consisted of an ORC for power production and a vapor 
compression cycle (VCC) for refrigeration using 
different working fluids. 
ORCs with turbine bleeding, coupled to a direct 
contact heat exchanger, are typically designated as 
regenerative ORCs. These cycles closely resemble the 
ORC with recuperator, as both pre-heat the working 
fluid before entering the evaporator [13]. Magoet al. 
[14] presented an analysis of a regenerative ORC and 
compared this with the basic ORC. Their results show 
that regenerative ORCs have a higher thermal 
efficiency and lower irreversibilities. Desai and 
Bandyohyay [15] investigated on ORC incorporating 
both regeneration and turbine bleeding. Meinelet al. 
[16] presented simulations of a two-stage ORC concept 
with internal recovery. 
Exergy is a measure of the departure of the state of a 
system from that of the environment, and the method 
of exergy analysis is well suited for furthering the goal 
of more energy resource use, for it enables the location, 
cause, and true magnitude of waste and loss to be 
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determined [17]-[20]. This work presents an 
exergetical performance analysis based on the second 
law of thermodynamics for a regenerative ORC with 
turbine bleeding to convert low temperature heat 
source to useful energy by using R245fa as the 
working fluid. Effects of important system including 
the turbine bleeding pressure and the fraction of 
turbine bleeding are theoretically investigated on the 
exergy destructions at various components of the 
system as well as the exergy and second-law 
efficiencies. 
 
II. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
 
The schematic diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 
1. The system consists of pump, heat exchanger, 
turbine, condenser, and feed heater. A low grade heat 
source is supplied to the system as sensible heat 
energy. The working fluid considered in this work is 
R245fa. The thermodynamic properties of the working 
fluids are evaluated using the Patel-Teja equation of 
state [21], [22]. The basic data of the fluid which are 
needed to calculate the thermodynamic properties are 
as follows; molar mass (M) is 134.048 kg/kmol, 
critical temperature (Tcr) 154.05oC, critical pressure 
(Pcr) 3.640 MPa, and accentric factor (ω) 0.372. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of ORC and condenser 

 
The working fluid leaves the condenser as saturated 
liquid at TL (state 1) where the corresponding 
saturation pressure PL is the lowest pressure of the 
system. The fluid is compressed with the pump 1 to PB 
which is the pressure of turbine bleeding (state 2) and 
is mixed in the feed heater with the working fluid from 
the turbine bleeding (state 6). The working fluid 
leaving the feed heater which is assumed to be pure 
liquid (state 3) is compressed to the turbine inlet 
pressure PH (state 4) with pump 2. The fluid is then 
heated in the heat exchanger to the turbine inlet 
temperature TH (state 5) while the heat source is 
supplied at temperature TS (state 8) and is cooled to 
TSO (state 9) after heating the working fluid in the heat 

exchanger. Among 1 kg of the vapor at turbine inlet, 
vapor of β kg is expanded to the turbine bleeding 
pressure PB and is bleeded, while the remained (1-β) kg 
of vapor is fully expanded to the condensation pressure 
PL (state 7). The coolant enters the condenser at TC and 
leaves the condenser at TCO after condensing the 
working fluid. 
For the simplicity of simulations, it is assumed in this 
study as follows: 1) The working fluid at turbine inlet 
is pure vapor. 2) The working fluid leaving the feed 
heater is pure liquid. The fraction of turbine bleeding 
which leads to the working fluid as saturated liquid is 
defined as the critical fraction of turbine bleeding, βcr. 
3) The isentropic efficiencies of pump and turbine are 
maintained at constant values of ηp and ηt, respectively. 
4) The minimum temperature difference between hot 
and cold streams in the source heat exchanger or 
condenser is the prescribed value of pinch point, ΔTpp. 

The mass flow rates of working fluid at heat 
exchanger and coolant at condenser are indicated as mw 
and mc, respectively, and can be evaluated as 
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where subscripts w and c denote the working fluid and 
the coolant, respectively, and m the mass flow rate, T 
the temperature, h the specific enthalpy, and cps and cpc 
the isobaric specific heat of source and coolant, 
respectively. 
Then the heat input Qin, heat rejection Qout, pump 
power Wp, turbine power Wt, and net power production 
Wnet can be obtained as 
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The exergy E and the exergy source input Es to the 
system by source fluid can be calculated as 

 
)}({ 000 ssThhmE                  (8) 
  000 TTTTTcmE sspsss /ln                (9) 

where s is the specific entropy and subscript 0 refers to 
the dead state.  
Then the exergy efficiency of the system ηex which is 
defined as the ratio of net work to the exergy source 
input, and the second law efficiency of the system ηII 
which is defined as the ratio of net work to the net 
exergy input can be written as follows. 
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The exergy destruction or anergy of the adiabatic 
system is calculated as the difference of exergy input 
and output. The anergy ratio at a system component is 
defined as the ratio of anergy there to the exergy source 
input. Then summation of all anergy ratios of the 
system and the exergy efficiency becomes unity. 

 

1
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(12) 

where DHE, DTB, DCD, DPM, DFH, DSO and DCO are 
anergy ratios of the heat exchanger, turbine, condenser, 
pump, feed heater, source exhaust, and coolant 
exhaust, respectively. 
 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
In this work an exergetical performance analysis based 
on the second law of thermodynamics is carried out for 
a regenerative ORC with turbine bleeding to convert 
low temperature heat source to useful energy by using 
R245fa as the working fluid. The basic system 
parameters used in the simulation for the analysis are 
summarized in Table �. 

 
Table ⅠBasic calculation conditions 

 
 

 
Fig. 2 Variations of anergy ratio of heat exchanger with 

turbine bleeding pressure 
 
The anergy ratio of source heat exchanger is plotted 
against the reduced turbine bleeding pressure in Fig. 2 
for various turbine bleeding fractions in the range from 
0% to 30% with interval of 5%, where 0% means the 
case of no turbine bleeding. As the bleeding pressure 
increases for a given bleeding fraction, the anergy ratio 
of heat exchanger decreases slightly, and as the 

bleeding fraction increases for a given bleeding 
pressure, the anergy ratio of heat exchanger decreases. 
It is because an increase in the bleeding pressure 
causes a rise in temperature and an increase in the 
bleeding fraction causes an increase in the mass flow 
rate of the entering fluid into the feed heater, which 
causes consequently the decrease of the heat transfer in 
the heat exchanger. For the condition of the critical 
bleeding fractions the anergy ratio decreases 
significantly with increasing bleeding pressure, since 
the critical bleeding fraction increases as the bleeding 
pressure increases and so the saturation temperature 
increases. 

 

 
Fig. 3 Variations of anergy ratio of source exhaust with turbine 

bleeding pressure 
 
Fig. 3 demonstrates the anergy ratio of source exhaust 
with respect to the bleeding pressure for various 
bleeding fractions. As the bleeding pressure increases 
for a given bleeding fraction, the anergy ratio of source 
exhaust increases slightly, and as the bleeding fraction 
increases for a given bleeding pressure, the anergy 
ratio of source exhaust increases. It is because higher 
bleeding pressure or fraction increases the temperature 
of the source exhaust. It can be seen also from the 
figure that the anergy ratio of source exhaust increases 
significantly with the critical bleeding fraction. Under 
the critical bleeding fractions, the anergy ratio of 
source exhaust increases from 15.6% without bleeding 
to 43.3% at PB=0.5, which is the biggest among the 
anergy ratios of the system. 
 

 
Fig. 4 Variations of anergy ratio of turbine and pumps with 

turbine bleeding pressure 
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The anergy ratio of turbine and pumps is plotted 
against the reduced turbine bleeding pressurein Fig. 4 
for various turbine bleeding fractions. It can be seen 
from the figure that the anergy ratio decreases with 
increasing bleeding pressure or bleeding fraction, since 
the turbine power decreases with increasing bleeding 
pressure or bleeding fraction. Under the conditions of 
critical bleeding fractions, the anergy ratio almost 
linearly decreases with respect to the bleeding 
pressure. Under the critical bleeding fractions, the 
anergy ratio of turbine and pump decreases from 7.2% 
without bleeding to 4.7% at PB=0.5. It is to be noted 
that the net power production of the system decreases 
with increasing bleeding fraction. 
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 demonstrate the exergy and second 
law efficiencies respectively with respect to the 
bleeding pressure for various bleeding fractions.The 
exergy efficiency was defined as the ratio of the net 
power production to the source exergy input as in (10) 
and the second law efficiency was defined as the ratio 
of the net power production to the net exergy input as 
in (11). As the bleeding pressure increases for a given 
bleeding fraction, the exergy efficiency decreases but 
the second law efficiency has a peak with respect to the 
bleeding pressure. For a given bleeding pressure, the 
exergy efficiency decreases with increasing bleeding 
fraction. However, the second law efficiency increases 
with increasing bleeding fraction for low bleeding 
pressure but decreases with increasing bleeding 
fraction for high bleeding pressure. Under the critical 
bleeding fractions, the second law efficiency has an 
optimum value of 44.6% at PB = 0.14. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Variations of exergy efficiency with turbine bleeding 

pressure 
 

 
Fig. 5 Variations of second law efficiency with turbine bleeding 

pressure 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, the exergetical performance of 
regenerative ORC with turbine bleeding was analyzed 
based on the second law of thermodynamics. The main 
results are as follows: 

1. The exergy efficiency decreases with 
increasing bleeding fraction and also 
decreases with increasing bleeding 
pressure. 

2. The second law efficiency increases with 
increasing bleeding fraction for low 
bleeding pressure but decreases with 
increasing bleeding fraction for high 
bleeding pressure. Under the critical 
bleeding fractions, the second law 
efficiency has an optimum value with 
respect to bleeding pressure. 

3. The anergy ratio of the source exhaust is 
the biggest among the anergy ratio of the 
system. 
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